Transforming Roles: Canadian Academic Librarians Embedded in Faculty Research Projects
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Academic librarians have always played an important role in providing research services and research-skills development to faculty in higher education. But that role is evolving to include the academic librarian as a unique and necessary research partner, practitioner, and participant in collaborative, grant-funded research projects. This article describes how a selected sample of Canadian academic librarians became embedded in faculty research projects and describes their experiences of participating in research teams. Conducted as a series of semistructured interviews, this qualitative study illustrates the emerging opportunities and challenges of the librarian-researcher role and how it is transforming the Canadian university library.

Introduction and Purpose of Study

With the advent of new technologies and the importance of new knowledge economies within higher education, the role of the academic librarian is changing. As collections become increasingly patron-driven, and libraries share evolving service models, traditional duties such as cataloguing, reference, and collection development are not necessarily core duties of all academic librarians.1 As a result of this shift, librarians have been gaining—and demonstrating—increased value within higher education as it relates to the life cycle of research, learning, and teaching.

Clearly, competition is increasing within higher education, and individual institutions throughout Canada and the United States strive to distinguish themselves through their research and innovation.2 To demonstrate measurable return on investment, faculty researchers are striving to diversify their research teams to gain increased success in grant competitions and remain current in their field of research. Increasingly, Canadian academic librarians are recognizing the changes in the landscape and the opportunities available to them to become embedded in grant-funded faculty research teams.

As academic librarians, we were inspired by a desire to contribute to a larger discussion around trends in research in Canadian academic librarianship through an exploratory study that examines the experience and learning of Canadian academic librarians who were embedded in faculty research and to show how these experiences
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are influencing the transformation of the academic librarian role in Canada. Unlike our American colleagues, many Canadian academic librarians are not required to do research for tenure and promotion; however, there is an expectation among many that they do research, not only for professional development, but to contribute to the profession. In many ways, our study is an attempt to bridge the current literature that exists around the researcher role of academic librarians but within a Canadian context. We decided that focusing on the Canadian context was important because it relates to our working environment, and we recognized that little attention is given to the researcher role of librarians in Canada. The Canadian Association of Research Libraries (CARL-ABRC) has been leading the discussion of changing roles among library leaders and university librarians for the past decade. CARL institutions have been instrumental in supporting the researcher role among academic librarians through programs such as the annual Librarians’ Research Institute and the CARL Research in Librarianship Grant. Given these professional support mechanisms, we felt that CARL librarians were the most suitable candidates for our study and solicited CARL university librarians to recommend individual librarians, from a range of disciplines across the academy, who fit the profile of an embedded librarian within a faculty research project.

As our literature review will highlight, there are several articles that discuss the role of the librarian as researcher. However, most of the discussion focuses on quantitative studies and generalizable data. We identified a gap in the literature from a qualitative approach regarding librarians’ personal and professional experiences as researchers embedded in faculty research projects from a Canadian perspective. Since we were unable to locate further data on this topic in the literature, we invited academic librarians to participate in our study using qualitative inquiry methods to capture the experiences and learning of Canadian academic librarians embedded in collaborative research projects with faculty members.

Since our research question was to explore the experiences of Canadian academic librarians embedded as collaborators in faculty research projects, we recognized that a qualitative study was the most appropriate methodology to gather the individual voices of Canadian academic librarians, who have not been recorded or given an opportunity to share their experiences in the research process. While faculty and their findings are routinely celebrated, the librarians who have been working steadfastly from the sidelines on a variety of research projects—either off the side of their desk or as a part of their job or research interest—have often not been heard. With the increasing importance of Open Access and data management, the role of the librarian has become instrumental to research teams.

As librarians, we wanted to demystify stigmas that prevent librarians from doing research and to inspire other librarians to do research. Working in collaborative research teams, academic librarians have an important and pivotal role to play, not only within the pursuit and practice of LIS (library information science) research, but also as contributors to knowledge within the academic community. Through learning more about our participants’ experiences and their growth and development as researchers—in essence, by telling their stories—we hope to provide meaningful data that will help to define, develop, and lead to further investment in the researcher role within Canadian academic librarianship.

**Literature Review**

An investigation of the existing literature on the topic of academic librarians and research revealed several articles. Most of these are focused on quantitative studies related to the publication patterns of librarians for promotion and tenure and are primarily based on U.S. academic libraries. In addition, several articles have been written about
the types of institutional supports available for librarians to conduct research, such as study leaves, grants, and general release time, and how they contribute to the research output of librarians. This group also includes studies that have surveyed library directors on their perspectives of academic librarians' role as researchers.

Qualitative studies on the topic of academic librarians as researchers are also prevalent but are primarily focused on the American context. In Canada, limited literature exists on Canadian academic librarian experiences with research in faculty collaborations. Although literature does exist on the emerging role of librarians as researchers, few are focused on collaborations with faculty that may involve the librarian as co-investigators—especially on research topics that are not specific to library sciences. Unlike the American academic librarian model, in Canada few academic libraries offer tenure to academic librarians. Thus there is little to no formal structure of research and publication as part of the promotion and tenure of academic librarians, and the overall practice varies from institution to institution. Scholarly activities and publications are not a significant factor in Canadian academic librarians' formal promotion and evaluation as they are at many American academic libraries, where the “publish or perish” model plays a more integral role in the overall evaluation process. In addition to this, academic librarians with nonfaculty status in Canada have fewer opportunities to secure research grant funds, thus making them somewhat less attractive as potential collaborative researchers with faculty.

Our review did identify one article that discusses librarians as researchers. In their 2002 quantitative study, Powell, Baker, and Mika strongly emphasize the need for librarians to engage in the empirical research process, stating that “research is not a process that is the responsibility of others; research is a way of knowing, a way of making better practical decisions that is the responsibility of each of us.” They point out that librarians have a fundamental role in the research process not just to produce empirical research but as a way to learn further about the research process and ultimately to make better decisions on services we provide through reference, instruction, and collection.

Research and Librarians: A Recent History
In 2007, Fox's study of time spent on scholarly activities by librarians was a groundbreaking article for its Canadian content. Using a quantitative approach, Fox surveyed academic librarians at research universities who are members of CARL. The primary focus of his study was to examine how much time academic librarians spent on scholarly activities while balancing significant professional assignments related to reference, collection, and instruction-oriented tasks. Interest in the topic of research among Canadian librarians was clearly strong, as Fox yielded a 49.4 percent response rate. His results concluded that there is a perceived lack of time for Canadian academic librarians to engage in research and scholarship. Among his recommendations, Fox advocates strongly for librarians to take advantage of their study leave provisions.

One of the early emergences of the term “practitioner-researcher” as applied to librarians is found in Watson-Boone's article “Academic Librarians as Practitioner Researchers in College and Research Libraries.” In this study, Watson-Boone investigates the output of research articles by academic librarians in The Journal of Academic Librarianship over a ten-year period and identifies the predominant research methods used by academic librarians. Watson-Boone finds that 43 percent of articles published in LIS literature is produced by academic librarians and the rest by professors of LIS. Thus she concludes that academic librarians “are members of a growing group within the knowledge base of professionals now being called ‘practitioner-researchers.’” She identifies the main research methods used by academic librarians to be action research, case study, program evaluation, experimental research, and survey research.
In a more recent article entitled “Academic Librarian Research: A Survey of Attitudes, Involvement, and Perceived Capabilities,” the authors Kennedy and Brancolini were motivated by a desire to help academic librarians improve their research skills and increase the quantity and quality of their research. Their study asked, “How does a practitioner-researcher librarian develop the necessary skills to conduct research and produce reliable and valid research?” To investigate this question, the authors conducted a survey from which they concluded that, although the majority of those surveyed were frequent readers of academic articles, most librarians lacked the confidence to conduct primary research. The authors found that there was a correlation between academic librarians who conducted research in their professional capacities and the amount of research training they had received either through their MLIS or post-MLIS degree. Kennedy and Brancolini advocate strongly in their conclusion for more research institutes where librarians can study research design. Following their own recommendation, they co-designed a summer institute for research design in librarianship.

The Embedded Librarian
In addition to the academic discussion around librarians as research practitioners, we also examined literature about the “embedded librarian.” The term or label “embedded librarian” has been around for some time now and is often used to define librarians who work “outside” the traditional walls of the library. Shumaker, who dates the use of the term to the 1970s, defines embedded librarianship as “a distinctive innovation that moves the librarians out of libraries [and] emphasizes the importance of forming a strong working relationship between the librarian and a group or team of people who need the librarian’s information expertise.” In reviewing specific literature on embedded librarians in higher education, we found a number of articles about librarians who engage in the teaching and learning process by becoming embedded in curriculum design or co-teaching activities with faculty. This model of embedded librarianship has been active on campuses and is most prevalent within professional disciplines like medicine and law. In these models, the embedded librarian facilitates student learning, extending the traditional librarian role of information-literacy instruction to becoming an active participant in the planning, development, and delivery of course-specific or discipline-specific curriculum. The key feature of embedded librarianship is the collaboration that exists between the librarian and the faculty member(s).

However, with the emergence of the librarian as researcher, we identified more articles related to librarians embedded not just within instructional design, but in the research context. In models where academic librarians are embedded within a research project, Carlson and Kneale explain that “a librarian works with research more ‘upstream’ in the research process rather than just with the products produced at the end of the research life cycle.” More often than not, librarians have had more of a role in the literature-search process with faculty research projects as well as advising on appropriate places for publication.

Although there is clearly a robust and active discourse in the literature on librarians as researchers and librarians embedded in the research process, there has been little discussion of the actual experiences and learning gained by academic librarians who are actively engaging as research partners in faculty research projects. This gap leads us to our research project.

Research Question
As previously mentioned, we were guided by a deep curiosity to explore the experiences and learning of Canadian academic librarians who were embedded in faculty
research and to show how these experiences are influencing the transforming roles of academic librarians. After we identified the gap in the literature, we had not just one question, but many. We wanted to explore not only how academic librarians became embedded in faculty research, but whether they had studied research methods as part of their LIS education and whether or not they felt they had the adequate education, training, and research skills to undertake the role of research practitioner. We also wanted to know what their specific roles were during their research projects, what they felt their strengths were, what they had learned, and how their work as researchers was perceived by their colleagues and institutions. Therefore, our guiding research question became “In what ways have Canadian academic librarians become embedded in faculty research projects, and how have their roles been transformed by their experience as researchers?”

Method
The purpose of this study is to explore and highlight the experience and learning of academic librarians embedded in faculty research projects. We also hope to give voice to their experiences and to contribute to the discussion on how librarian roles are being transformed. Thus, given that the nature of this inquiry is about understanding a phenomenon from the perspective of our research participants, it falls within the qualitative research paradigm. Rubin and Rubin support this claim, noting that qualitative inquiry is a way to learn about the thoughts and feelings of others. Creswell confirms this, stating:

Qualitative research is best suited to address a research problem in which you do not know the variable and need to explore. The literature might yield little information about the phenomenon of study, and you need to learn more from participants through exploration. [Thus] a central phenomenon is the key concept, idea, or process studied in qualitative research.

We launched our study in the summer of 2013 after we received approval from the University of Victoria’s Human Research Ethics Board. The participants were composed of a group of academic librarians working at CARL-member universities who were embedded as partners or collaborators in a primary research investigation. We targeted CARL libraries because member libraries are the most research-focused in Canada. Given this emphasis on research focus and research intensity, we made the assumption that librarians from these institutions would clearly meet our criteria. Another advantage of targeting CARL members was that they are spread across Canada.

To recruit CARL academic librarians who had been specifically embedded in faculty research projects, we sent introduction letters to university librarians requesting that they nominate an academic librarian who fell within our research criteria. Given that university librarians were recommending a librarian or librarians from their institution, we could only offer limited anonymity to participants but could ensure confidentiality regarding the experiences they shared with us. We conducted individual interviews with each participant. Interviews are often used in qualitative research studies to explore things that cannot be directly observed. We used semi-structured interviews rather than in-depth interviewing. This approach allowed us as interviewers to explore and probe with related questions as experiences and reflections were revealed by the participants. In addition, the semi-structured interview format allowed us to elicit information about the participants’ views and experiences and allowed them to talk about what was important to them regarding the issues under discussion. Thus our use of interviewing allowed us as the researchers to enter into each participant's
experience and learn from their perspective. The interview questions were supplied to each participant prior to the interview to allow for transparency of the questions and to allow participants time to reflect on and consider their responses.

Our set of questions specifically examined the role of academic librarians embedded in faculty research projects. We were not interested in gathering facts to measure certain patterns, but rather to gather the stories and experiences of librarians to understand the meaning they placed on their experience and, ultimately, the learning from their experience. We asked all participants the same sixteen open-ended questions. Overall, we hoped that this approach would help us to identify both common and unique experiences of librarians embedded into faculty research projects and be able to provide recommendations from which other librarians who are interested in exploring their roles as researchers might find inspiration. We received eighteen referrals and we then matched our list of potential participants to our criteria and ended up with eight research participants.

In the fall of 2013, we interviewed our eight participants, all of whom were academic librarians from CARL libraries across Canada. Of our sample, 6 identified as being female and 2 as male; 5 were subject librarians, from a variety of disciplines in both the sciences and humanities, while 2 were library administrators and 1 was a systems librarian. Some participants were involved in multiple research projects at the time of our interviews: 6 participants had acted in the capacity as either collaborators or coinvestigators, while 3 had been primary investigators.

Seven interviews were conducted using teleconference equipment, and one was conducted in person. The interviews were recorded and ranged from 45 to 90 minutes in length. Later, the interviews were transcribed verbatim by a research assistant. We continually reviewed and compared the interview data throughout the process to discover emerging themes from each participant interviewed. After coding the data, themes were identified and patterns drawn between codes. These themes and patterns revealed a common set of experiences and learning as well as unique experiences among the research participants.

Findings
In addition to capturing the voices and stories of Canadian academic librarians, the goal of our research was to explore how they became embedded in faculty research project teams and in what capacity, and to gather information about their experiences and learning from being embedded in a faculty research project. Not only was there a complexity to each librarian’s answers, but each of their stories revealed an intellectually rigorous and objective approach to research and their participation in research teams. Several of the librarians we interviewed played a traditional supporting role, in that their main role was with literature searches and identifying the most relevant sources for the research being conducted, and were seen as equal members of these research teams, valued for their unique academic contributions. This resulted in greater engagement with their own research and the profession of librarianship, and a more meaningful and lasting relationship with faculty, students, and colleagues. Ultimately, this experience led to a total transformation of their everyday work as librarians.

The ways in which our participants became embedded in faculty research teams were multi-faceted. While some of the results are indicative of areas of responsibility within their day-to-day jobs, there were often areas of overlap between the avenues of participation, which is not unusual given the interdisciplinary nature of their research involvement.
Grants
The majority of our interview participants became involved in faculty research projects as part of a proposal for grant funding from one of the Canadian Tri-Council funding agencies: Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC), Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (NSERC), or Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR). Librarians were involved as collaborators, investigators, project managers, and—in one case—a principal investigator.

As national funding agencies increasingly recognize the value and importance of forming diverse research teams, librarians are seen as an important component of the research team, particularly with the emergence of requisite Open Access policies as well as policies governing research data management. According to more than one participant, they initially became involved through their liaison activities, which evolved into grant writing to support the research:

I was sort of put on the project as the library liaison and helped with writing the grant…That’s actually a significant role for me, helping with the grant writing and overseeing and coordinating the library’s role in various projects. (Participant F)
Many of our participants pointed to the importance of being involved in the grant application process, echoing Arlitsch’s statement that “grants can make the difference between a staid career and one that is marked by the kind of innovation and development that a cash infusion can catalyze.” More important, perhaps, is the understanding that being involved in a large research grant helps to validate and support the role of the academic librarian as a researcher who can contribute beyond service-based models.

I think it’s important…in a research university to show that you are one of them… You contribute to society, you contribute to community, you contribute to the academic research community. I think that’s very important. (Participant E)

Liaison Role
Many of the librarians from our research study became embedded in faculty research projects through relationships they developed as part of their liaison role:

About a year ago, when one of the faculty members was looking at refreshing [an online bibliography] …she got in touch with me… She also used to be the library rep for the department, so she and I had a previous relationship around other issues… The project sort of grew to a whole other separate project, as more of a digital humanities resource. (Participant G)

Just as grants offer academic librarians an important opportunity to become embedded in a research project, so too does the liaison role, which allows faculty researchers to draw upon the subject expertise and skill sets of librarians related to their discipline. This was a prevalent role for our participants. As Participant C noted ironically, “I’ve ended up actually being a co-applicant on SSHRC grants as a result of …basically answering a reference question.” As the following quote also illustrates, the liaison role of the librarian evolved as a result of their involvement, which allowed them to meritoriously develop their connection to the faculty researcher and “to know what they’re doing and …get into their space without being a threatening person.” (Participant G) Our findings conclusively support the value of the liaison role as an effective model of engagement, ensuring librarians’ participation in research funded projects as trusted team members.

Research Interest
Almost all of our participants expressed a deep research interest, making this an important finding of our study. Our participants became embedded in faculty research projects because they were driven by the same questions as faculty researchers and had their own vested research interests within the same discipline as the faculty researcher. As participant A pointed out, “I’m attracted by their topics. It is the same as my personal curiosity because I am the subject librarian in the same field.” Participant H mentioned that originally she was not considered as a co-investigator by a faculty member in cultural studies but was approached to help build an archive. But through consultation and discussion, it became clear that her experience in critical theory and her desire not only to build the archive but “to be able to theorize it” would be valuable to the project. As a result, she explained, the faculty member “added me as co-investigator on the SSHRC grant [since] our research objectives were mutually constitutive.”

Participants were also interested in research because they wanted to learn more about the process of conducting research, confirming a key trait well-documented in the study of research librarians at the University of Saskatchewan, who “wanted
to increase their knowledge about research through their involvement. For our participants, being embedded in a faculty research project was a way to expand into new areas of research while pursuing opportunities related to project leadership. This translated into the evolving professional value librarians place on understanding more about research and the research process:

I think the value for me as a professional librarian is getting a better understanding of how research works in different disciplines [and]…getting a different perspective on the organization and culture of research groups in different areas…It’s being challenged to dig deeper into the literature in the new area or an area that I would not normally be playing around in….It’s skills building and exposure to different environments, different literature, different models of collaboration. (Participant F)

Faculty Needs
Librarians have an extraordinary competency for content expertise, particularly in an interdisciplinary capacity. A neutral facilitator among academic units, the librarian often brings an important perspective to the research team that no one else can provide. Librarians have a unique and extensive range of skill sets to meet a diverse range of faculty needs. As Participant G pointed out, she was originally approached by a faculty member to update an outdated bibliography: “She just wanted new titles added to the bibliography, but as we were talking, and as I was telling her about the sorts of material and sources that the library is now involved in, the project sort of grew quite a bit to a whole other project.” Eventually, the librarian and faculty member created what Participant G described as “a digital humanities resource…utilizing some of the advances in …scanning technology…to build a database” that connected all of the resources on the research project topic.

For librarians and faculty, “a definite asymmetry between the two groups in terms of their perceptions” may still persist, but our findings suggest otherwise. Far from being disconnected, faculty inherently understand the role of librarians and their ability to fulfill a number of research objectives. As Participant B stated, “These research teams needed a librarian …and needed the skills a librarian could bring to the table.” Faculty are increasingly beginning to understand these skills, and this is particularly true as Tri-Council policies on Open Access evolves across the disciplines. Many researchers are not only looking to the library and its librarians to disseminate and make their findings available to their mutual communities, but also to provide a safe repository for their data. As our participants note, the librarian’s content expertise, along with their technical skills and knowledge of the rapidly changing information environment, are desirable competencies that add validity and academic integrity to faculty research projects.

Other people knew the subject matter…but they didn’t have the technical expertise that I had, and I was only beginning being a data librarian at that point, so I didn’t feel as though I knew as much about some of the quantitative work. But it became obvious fairly quickly that I knew more than a lot of the other people on the team. (Participant C)

Mandatory
In our study, we found that the majority of librarians, while not officially required to do research for tenure and promotion, understood that, as CARL librarians, they were expected to conduct research and fulfill a number of core competencies including the
ability to “be knowledgeable of, and commit to, ongoing research and professional development.”26 For all of our participants, being embedded in a faculty research project was a meaningful way to fulfill their research contributions through a natural evolution of the collaborative process they had initiated in their liaison role:

There is an expectation to be involved in [evidence]-based practice and research… The liaison model is really strong, so being involved in research with… my liaison group makes a lot of sense. (Participant D)

If librarians lack the confidence to conduct the research that is expected of them,27 partnering with a faculty member allows them to gain improved competencies in research methods and research design, while simultaneously enhancing their skills as librarians and achieving greater capacity in their ability to perform their own research. Our findings indicate that librarians hold a unique position within the academy since they are both neutral and interdisciplinary, and can help “de-silo” academic units. And whether it is mandatory or not, most of our participants expressed pride in having proven that they too, as academic librarians, could conduct research:

I think you have to practice what you preach, you know, so I have to be a researcher myself…. If you’re a researcher at a research university, that’s what makes the university. (Participant E)

Analysis of Findings
Derived from the results of our interview questions, our data identified that most of our interviewees were independent, lifelong learners with a willingness to gain new experiences in LIS and to be adaptive across a range of skills in other research disciplines. Furthermore, they were all (to some degree) creative risk-takers, as well as determined, hard-working, and positive thinkers.

Lifelong Learning
Most of the librarians in our study took an experiential approach to learning, actively embracing new challenges and responsibilities to gain enhanced skills, knowledge, and confidence. As Participant B stated, this is because the librarian profession “is continuously evolving. I think we’re a little bit more adaptable and willing to… be autodidactic and self-teach.” This willingness to adapt and take on new responsibilities had a direct impact on transforming their roles as librarians:

I do feel like I learned through the practice; I learned through what I did in the project…. For example, academic writing in history …I don’t feel very confident in that…that’s something, you know, missing in my skills, but you know, by participating in this project, I feel I learned a lot through it. (Participant A)

Many of our interview participants also spoke to how their involvement had a direct impact on their traditional duties, including their exchanges at the reference desk and in library instruction:

I pass on the information… When you get involved in the research project and know how people work on that [the research], how they trained the PhD student… the whole process makes more sense for my reference service. (Participant A)
Several participants stated that their participation in faculty research projects inspired them to pursue further higher education, such as doctoral studies in LIS or a related discipline. One participant felt this was a validation of the librarian role and that “the more people we have with MAs and PhDs, the better, because they are able to work more closely with the faculty.” (Participant H)

**Adaptive Risk Taking**

All of the librarians we interviewed accepted new challenges and opportunities that fell outside the scope of their assigned roles and responsibilities. This strength made their participation on the research team vitally important:

> What I bring to the discussion is the perspective of people who have been in other places. And so I can sort of step back and look at the situation in a way that some of my colleagues [Faculty] cannot… It’s the kind of adaptability [that] makes [librarians] core key members of research teams… They’re like the fluid that moves [laughs]. (Participant C)

A consistent hallmark of our study was our participants’ willingness to learn and adapt, knowing the possible risks that are involved: “I’m open to learning new things. I’ve learned what I’ve had to do and I’m not afraid to try to find out with something I don’t know.” (Participant C)

**Overcoming Challenges**

Some of the participants discussed the challenges arising from their research involvement. This primarily related to balancing workload:

> I do find it hard sometimes in my daily life to pull away enough from the rest of the stuff that I do … to use your brain in that research kind of way, so I end up bringing that home or doing it on a day when I’m here on a Saturday… I have a very hard time turning someone away who comes to my door that needs help… so definitely it can be tough to balance. (Participant D)

Another challenge that several participants mentioned is the set of preconceptions that sometimes exist about the professional identity of “the librarian” and the perceived abilities on a research project:

> It’s a very fine line sometimes between the support role that we have as librarians and research partner[s]… I encourage… librarians to walk very carefully to not be handmaidens to the faculty, but often that’s initially what the researchers are expecting… It’s largely about negotiation, it’s about input and it’s about setting some boundaries. (Participant F)

Finally, several participants expressed dissatisfaction with the lack of a methodological foundation within the LIS discipline. As a result, librarians felt they had to participate in faculty research projects instead of undertaking their own research:

> We don’t tend to structure ourselves or think of ourselves as independent researchers. We tend to think of ourselves, in our discipline and domain, as being structure and support for researchers… Our literature doesn’t privilege formal research… We are truly interdisciplinary, and we sort of feel like we’re second-class citizens when we’re borrowing from other disciplines because we don’t have our own methodology. (Participant F)
Conclusion and Future Directions

Our exploratory research study has highlighted the experiences and learning of Canadian academic librarians who have been embedded in faculty research projects. The qualitative approach to our study has allowed us to engage deeply with the experiences and narratives of our research participants. Erickson confirms this, noting that qualitative inquiry “seeks to discover and to describe in narrative reporting what particular people do in their everyday lives and what their actions mean to them.”

The intent of our study was not to find statistically significant correlations that can be applied in general to the Canadian academic librarian population. Instead, we hoped to create rich and meaningful descriptions of the interactions and experiences of our participants. These stories offer users new narratives that can be applied within the context of librarian research simply by the virtue of the insight they provide to readers. In addition, the narratives reveal themes that may support future action and also inspire more librarians to think about engaging with a faculty member as a partner in a research process.

Our study also extends the existing literature regarding the transformation that is occurring in the role of Canadian academic librarians. While participants indicated that the role of librarians is expanding beyond traditional boundaries, we hope our findings provide concrete examples of ways for librarians to engage in a collaborative partnership or, if approached, to feel confident about taking such a risk. We also hope these findings will encourage librarians to consider leading their own research project or to become the primary investigator in a research collaboration.

As Janke and Rush point out, librarians are no longer peripheral in academic research but are now full members of investigative teams. But, as our research findings have highlighted, they are making this transition as a result of prior relationships with faculty brought about through traditional liaison work involving collection development, acquisitions, and information-literacy instruction. As our data demonstrates, the extent to which our participants were engaged within all aspects of the research process supports our starting belief that librarians have a vital and important contribution to make in redefining the role of the librarian in higher education.

To enhance this area of qualitative research, the study of faculty perspectives on librarians as collaborative research partners could be a beneficial contribution to the evolving landscape of the profession in Canada. By extension, the research experiences of librarians working in specific disciplines, focusing exclusively on either the sciences or the humanities, would provide a greater understanding of the capacity and learning of librarians in these research disciplines. Furthermore, as one of our participants expressed, there are perceptions of librarians as “handmaidens” to faculty, raising important questions about professional identity and gender that are core to librarianship and deserving of further study. These types of research would both complement and extend the librarian perspectives identified in our study and provide further analysis of how the professional identity of librarians is being redefined by their involvement in research projects.
APPENDIX. Interview Questions

1. How long have you worked as an academic librarian?
2. Did you learn research methodologies when you were doing your MLIS?
3. Did you expect to be doing research when you graduated with your Master’s degree?
4. Are you expected to undertake research as part of your job?
5. How did you get involved in campus research projects? Explain.
6. What was your role in the research projects? Explain.
7. Did you feel you had adequate education, training, and research skills—either through your education or work experience—to undertake your assigned role on the research project? Were there any gaps in this knowledge?
8. What did you feel were your professional strengths in the research project?
9. What skills and abilities did you feel were learned or enhanced as a result of being involved in the research project?
10. What unique contribution(s) and/or expertise as an academic librarian did you think you brought to the research project that no other faculty and/or researcher could fulfill?
11. Did you work within a research agenda set by your library and/or institution?
12. Did your participation in the research project relate to your own research interests? Explain.
13. How was your role as a researcher perceived by peers, faculty, other researchers, and the administration? Explain.
14. How did your research contribute to the field of LIS?
15. Was being involved in this research project worth it? What was the value?
16. Is there anything else significant about your experience that you would like to share?
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